
**[Jason Hunter]**( https://wiki.darkjedibrotherhood.com/view/Jason_Hunter) 
 

[JH 

Playlist](https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLc4WAgO9e3GImzhW98IkcA42IJw8

hjkW9) 

 

1. [Now You’ve Got Something to Die For]( https://youtu.be/HrQsGeKN6qk)* - 
Lamb of God – I feel that this track fits with Jason’s earlier days with both 

the Emperor’s Hammer and the DB.  The song is, pointedly, about the war in 

Iraq and the footage shown on TV here in the states during the earlier days 

of the conflict.  I feel that this track would have a personal impact on 

Jason, since his early days with the EH and DB would have been filled with 

war and conflict, and that he now had “something to die for.” 

 

2. [Walk With Me In Hell]( https://youtu.be/ZPzsx3AdHpw)* - Lamb of God – As 
the years stacked up on Jason, and he became more and more loyal to his Clan 

(almost fanatically so at a point) this song to me tells the tale of the 

comrades he came close to, and how, no matter how stark a situation may seem 

or insurmountable the odds, he had someone to walk through hell with him. 

 

3. [The Light](https://youtu.be/lupDjeumqvU)* - Disturbed – After leaving 

Tarentum for Odan Urr, Jason had to learn a new way of thinking and behaving.  

As time went on, and the longer he spent with the Jedi, the more he learned 

that, sometimes, the darkness can show you the light.   

 

4. [I, Dementia](https://youtu.be/PqiIE9ob7qY)* - Whitechapel – Not just a 

bad ass song, but wrestling with the mental wear and tear of being a Dark 

Jedi, a servant of some pretty twisted people, has taken a bit of a toll on 

Jason.  This is part of his story that I haven’t fully fleshed out yet, but 

began in the final days of Horizons, and intend to follow through with. 

 

5. [I Stand Alone](https://youtu.be/cbJTDNELRSk)* - Godsmack – From his 

earliest days as a youth on the streets of Corellia, Jason has felt he was 

ultimately a loner.  Despite knowing, intellectually, that he was a full Clan 

to back him, he is a lone wolf in many things, and most likely always will 

be. 

 

8. [The Devil in I](https://youtu.be/HrQsGeKN6qk)* - Slipknot – Again, taping 

into a bit of the mental damage of years of being a Dark Jedi, but starting 

to perhaps come to terms with it.  Accepting the darkness within, and not 

letting it rule his life. 

 

7. [Chop Suey](https://youtu.be/HrQsGeKN6qk)* - System of a Down – In high 

school, I actually did something similar to this.  Made a soundtrack for 

Jason, and this was the final track then, too.  This would his death song…”I 

don’t think you trust in my self-righteous suicide.”  I’ve always seen that, 

if I kill off this character, that it would be to save someone close to him 

or a group of people.  He would make the ultimate sacrifice, so that others 

may live to fight another day. 


